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Modern medicines are evolving

Most drugs in the 20th century were
chemically produced small molecules

Today, most drugs being developed are 
biologically-derived proteins 

and peptides – large molecules

Large molecules typically must be 
administered invasively to patients –

increasing treatment complexity 
and cost



The first FDA-licensed 
biologics were approved 
more than 100 years ago, 

in injectable form 



Since then, 

222 new 
biologic 

applications 
have been approved 

by the FDA …

… and biologics today consume 

$180 billion of 
pharma spending 

annually
… nearly one quarter of 

global drug spending



despite all this innovation, 

>95% of doses are 
still delivered 

invasively
via injection or infusion



Improved devices 
to ease 

administration

Improved 
formulations 

through 
rational design

Improved 
macromolecular 

stability In some cases, injection 
route can achieve 

exquisite localization

In many cases, 
injection remains 
a liability – for 

patients and payers

While some progress has been made …



Hostile 
environment 

in body 

Complex 

biologics 

delivery

Poor 
accessibility, 
targetabilty

Robust 
biologic 
barriers

Repeat 
dosing 

Potential

Limited 
exposure 

Time

Yet challenges 
remain!



Why a new approach is important NOW

Sustainability and environmental 
issues – medical waste from injections

Macromolecule injectables frequently need cold-
chain transport/storage – costly, difficult

Rapid global growth in diseases frequently treated 
with injection today – metabolic and oncologic
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A new 

multi-disciplinary 
approach 

is needed to meet the 
challenge

Biomedical 
Engineering

Physical
Chemistry

Formulation 
& Pharma 
Science

Medical
Physiology



Making Smart Choices

 The molecule’s properties much match the indication

 Delivery profile must match required patient need

 Location, location, location

The right drug, at the right place, at the right time



Some initial successes show the way…

Cystic Fibrosis Inhaled insulin Postmenopausal 
Osteoporosis



One group cannot do it all

The pharma industry has 
been focused on identifying 
treatment targets and safe 

and effective molecules

Academics have focused on 
the barriers and techniques to 

overcome

Needed:  a marriage broker!



A Good Plan Comes Together…





The Non-invasive Macromolecule 
Delivery Consortium

Product developers, delivery 
technologists, and academia

Common goals
Better medicines for patients
Reach more patients globally

A platform for match-making companies, 
technologies and experts 



The Consortium Framework

Opportunities to showcase 
new approaches

Four working groups: 
Oral, pulmonary, ocular 
& transdermal routes

Build a 
Community of Practice 

Matchmaking of 
experts & companies

Foster 
collaboration 
& the use of 
innovative 

drug delivery 
technologies 

to deliver 
proteins and 

peptides 



The Consortium Framework

NMDC Chair Randy Mrsny, University of Bath

Oral
Pulmonary / 

Nasal
Transdermal Ocular

Academic 
Co-Chair

Edith Mathiowitz Claus-Michael Lehr
Bo Michniak-Kohn

Justin Hanes 

Industry 
Co-Chair

Siddhesh Patil Ralph Niven   Steven Wick       
Thierry Nivaggioli
Patrick Hughes 



How We’re Advancing Non-invasive Delivery 
of Large Molecules

Advancing 
Non-invasive 
Delivery of 

Large 
Molecules Build a 

network & 
ongoing 

conversation

Develop 
proposals to 

conduct 
research

Publish 
educational 
resources

Bring global 
drug delivery 

experts 
together



Clarity on Confidential Information/IP
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Non-Invasive 
Macromolecule 

Consortium

4 Working 
Groups

Agreed 
Collaboration

• Identify key issues 
& themes for 
collaboration

• Networking with 
experts/industry

• 6-10 people
• Information 

collectively owned 
& freely available

• Networking with 
experts

• Problem solving
• Post publication IP 

and other data may 
be shared where 
appropriate, TBD 
by collaborators

Non-Confidential 
Presentations/Info

Confidential 
Info
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How Can You Help Us Overcome These Challenges?

Supporting experiments to overcome biological 
barriers

Share information about the NMDC with 
scientists focused on non-invasive drug delivery

Access our expert network to help you solve 
protein, peptide & vaccine delivery challenges



Join us and get involved

Join the Non-invasive Macromolecule 
Delivery Consortium (NMDC)

Several ways to get engaged:

• Visit www.drugdeliveryinstitute.com and share that 
you would like to be included in future NMDC 
events

• Join the LinkedIn group: http://goo.gl/rdDFqK

• Follow @DrugDeliveryIns on Twitter
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